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we'd seen today. Jerome lunged at the ball and missed but was quickly back in positioj
Still 9-9,1 stood there stallin' for time, thinkin' about my next move while he waited for r
All the sudden I'd made my decision...! was gonna take it right through him. I dribblej
easily outside, tryin' to draw him out so I could blow by.. .1 couldn't wait, I drove before t
trap was set. I took it to my right, pressing him further down with each step and went i
He stuck right with me just like the jersey on my back but I got just out of his reach,
ball arced and hit the front of the rim, bounced off of the backboard, hit the right and roll^
around for what must've been fucking forever...we watched as the ball came on its last i
'round and edged out of the rim, falling to the ground. We watched in shock much like \d watched Udell's gunshot earlier, glimpsed at each other, and both dove for the ball,
hit the pavement collapsin' on the ball and wrestled for it. It was anybody's ball and garj
now. We didn't care, we were willing to do anything to get possession. Our hands foug
hard and as I thought I was about to pull the ball away...
"Hey...you guys!" The ball slipped out and rolled across the court in the dir
tion of the voice we both heard. The ball rested right up against the fence in front of a wh
man who wore a white shirt and a black tie. We slowly got to our feet and approached 1
man, wonderin' what the hell he wanted. He reached into his pocket, pulled out his wa
and opened it, revealing a bright gold badge that reflected the sun's light right in my i
"I'm Detective Jacob Simmons." Me and Jerome looked at each other with tin
eyes and a little fear as the detective spoke.
"I have a witness at the shooting today that places you two at the scene. I waJ
take you uptown to the station to answer a few questions." I looked through the fence at t
detective, looked back over at the hoop, and then back at my brother. His mouth
slouched open and he became white as a ghost, or even a white guy. He didn't move, did
even make a sound. All I saw move was his eyes. He glanced at the detective and looked
me fiercely. We both were thinkin' the same thing. Our game wasn't comin' to an end, I
only beginning. We were gonna play on an unfamiliar court. I stared at my opponent, i
only brother, and he stared back. The score was tied.. .0-0.
-Bradley Prefling
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